Employer:
Epic

Position Title:
Software Developer

Description:

Code with a purpose.

In the world of healthcare, having the right information in the right place at the right time isn't just important – it can mean the difference between life and death. Through the use of Epic’s software, harmful medication errors are avoided every day in hospitals across the United States – and that’s just one small way your code will help others save lives.

As a developer at Epic, there’s a good chance your innovations will affect the life of someone close to you – in fact, you’ll directly impact the way nearly 50% of Americans receive healthcare. You’ll push the boundaries in creating software to reduce medical errors, improve screening for diseases, and lower the cost of medical care while improving its quality.

Have Fun.

You will write code and more – your input will guide all elements of innovation. You’ll meet with experts and end-users and determine novel approaches to each facet of development, from database to user interface. Join a small team of the best and brightest from across the world; Epic’s employees currently represent more than 60 nations. With talented co-workers whose passion and willingness to go above and beyond is unparalleled, and a workspace conducive to serious development, you will thrive in a collaborative and casual environment. The challenges you’ll be exposed to are numerous.

Epic is located in Madison, Wisconsin - a diverse city regularly ranked as one of the best places to live in the country. No matter what you do for fun – board games or cricket, martial arts or volunteering – you’ll find others at Epic who share your interests.

And other good stuff.

Epic offers highly competitive wages and all the benefits you’d expect from a leading software company (401k, great insurance, and stock appreciation rights). But, we also have benefits that definitely fall outside the realm of the anticipated. Have you always wanted to go to New Zealand, but never gotten the chance? Epic’s five year sabbatical program not only provides you with an additional four weeks of paid vacation, but it will also cover airfare and lodging costs for you and a guest in any country you’ve never seen before. You’ll also have plenty of opportunities to give back to the community through Epic’s charitable efforts. Oh, and did we mention the tree house?

By applying for Software Development, you’ll be considered for all development opportunities across Epic’s numerous teams. You will use various technologies to build multi-tier enterprise software for healthcare
organizations, including C#.NET, HTML, ASP.NET, VB6, Cache, iPhone, iPad, Business Objects, and Pocket PCs. We will educate you on the technologies you’ll use through on-the-job training.

Visa sponsorship is available. Epic is an equal opportunity employer.

**Qualifications:**
- BS/BA, MS/MA, or PhD in Computer Science, Math, Software Engineering or a related field
- Top-notch academics
- Relocation to Madison, WI is required and reimbursed

**How to Inquire:**
For fastest consideration, please submit your resume via our website:

**Company Description:**
As a worldwide leader in the development of software for healthcare organizations, Epic is driving change for an entire industry – one that affects the quality of life for everyone. Our team works with some of the nation’s most respected healthcare organizations and collaborates with the best minds in medicine. The challenges we tackle on a day-to-day basis impact the lives of more than 180 million patients worldwide and 279,000 providers in the US alone, and we’re committed to the common goal of improving healthcare. We're searching for smart, passionate people who want to achieve great things. If you want to be part of something truly important, consider a career at Epic.